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,

BOUIWMRY+LAYER CONTRi)LBY SUCTION -

By John H. Quinn, Jr:

SUWRY

An investigation has been conducted

.,

in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnel to find the effeots of boundary-
layer control on the aerodynamic characteristics of the ~ACA 654-WI.
airfoil section with a boundary-layer-.dontrolsuction slot’at 0.45 air-
foil chord and a 0.32-airfoil-chord double s’lot.ted”flap.This airfoil
is designed primarily to obtain a high maximum litt coefficient. The
tests consisted of lift &asuremsnts with the flap deflected and Mft
and drag”measurements with the f~p y’etractedgver a rarge of flow
coefficient frcm O 0 0.03 for th model smooth and rough at Reynolds

z) 8

—

numbers of 1.0 x 10 and 2.2 x 10 . The flow coefficient is defined
as the ratio”of the quantity rate of air flow removed through the
suction slot to the product of the wing ‘area,and the free-stream
velocity. ..? . . ., .—

Greater increases in the maximum lift coefficient through
boundary-layer control were obtained with the flap”Tetracted than
with the flap deflected and with the smooth model than with the model
with leading-edge roughness. In the smooth condition at a Reynolds

~.—.

number of 2.2 x 106, ‘increasing’theflow coefficient frcm O“to”,O.015
increased the maximum lift coefficient from lj22 to 2.43 with the
flap retracted and from 3.0? to 3:81 with the flap deflected. Little ‘-”
increase ih maximum lift was ob%titnedwith the flap deflected between “- “
flow coefficients o O.01~ and 0. 30,.

~

..

8
In general,”between Reynolds

numbers of 1.0 x 10 and 2.2 x.12 , for”.therange of flow coefficient
investigated, increasing the Reynolds numyer tended to increase the
maximum lift coefficient below a’f’lowcoefficient of 0.015 aridto
decrease the maximum lift coefficient between flow coefficients of
0.015 and 0.030. With the flap retracted, increasing “theflow
coefficient decl?eassdthe minimum section dra$ coefficient and main- ‘“ ‘-”
tained low drag coefficients to”high lift coefficients. The ~ag ‘- .. _

..—

coefficients equivalent to the boundary-1.ayer-contbolpower were
greater, however, than the reduction obtained,at least over the
range of lift coefficient,for which the drag w&s measured without
boundary-lay,ercontrol. ,, -.

.,...
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INTRODUCTION

.

●

It has been established that by sucking low-eqer~ air from
the thick turbulent boundary layer or by blowing high-energy air
into it, separation of the flow fr~ an~irfoi.1 sugfacq may he
delayed and the ma’xlmumlift may be increased.“.Aspart of a ‘
research progmui to investigate airfoil configurations that would
utilize boundary-layer!suction to prodl:zcehigh maximum lift coef-
ficient, investigations have been reported in references 1 and 2 .
for NACA 6-series airfoils having thickness...&hordratios of 0.12
and 0~18, respectively, with boundary-layer suction in conjunction
with other high-lift devices. The present investigation is an
extension of this work and was made with the NACA 654-WI.airfoil
ss.oticmi.nccqxzratinga lmzn~-la~er suction slot at 0,45airfoil
chord end a 0.32-airfoil-chorddouble slotted flap+ This suction-slot
location was selected aa likely tole most effective in increasing
the maximum lift coefficient.

The tests were’conducted @ the Langley tw
a

imensional low-
turbulence tunnel at Reynolds numbers of 1,0 x 10 and 2.2 x 106.
Lift measurements were made for various suction quantities both ~
with and without leading-edge roughness with the double slotted flap
at its optimum position and deflection, The lift and drag character-
istics of the airfoil were similarly determined for the flap-retracted
position. Measurements of the total pressure loss in the suction
system were made in order to estimat.e..thepower required for boundary-
layer control.
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SYMBOLS

section lift coefficient

section.dragcoefficient
—-—

section angle of attack> deg?ees
.,

airfoil chord, feet

free-stream velocity,.feet per second ..

model span’,feet

quantity of air removed through suction slot, cubic feet
per second

. .
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CQ .

v

R

Ho

Hb

qo

Cp :

bf

c2mx

Ac ~
max

.,

()flow coefficient ~. ... Vocb

kinematic Qisoosity, square feet per second

Voc

[.)
Reynolds number - .-

V

free-stream total pressure, pounds per square foot ..

total pressure inside w~ng duct, pounds yer square foot

free-stream dynamic pressure, pounds per square fod “

“b%)pressure coefficient .. .

,,
flap deflection, degrees ..

---

maxhmun eection Mft coefficient

Increase inmaxi.mm section lJft coefficient

MODEL @ TEST MEWHODS

,.

The model used in the presenk tests was a 2-foot-chord laminated.-
mahogany model of the NACA 654Ji21airfoil eection built to c“onfozm
to the ordinates presented in table 1; The double slothed”fb’p was
comprised o? an.aluminum+lloy vane azil”a steel flap for which
ordinat”e+are ~resmted in tables “2,’an”d~, respect~vely. A d@ram-

...mati.c’ske.tch,.t@t~,ill.ustratesthe getier”al~arrangementQf :fhemodel
“and shows $he double slotted flafi”inits optimum positf.onis pre&ented
as figkm?.l(a.)..Photographs of t’h6”lit@elwith the flap defied.ted
are .pr,psented,qsfigures l(b) and l(c). For,the “flap,yretracted
condition, the vane was retracted into the wing an~the. flap formed
the,”rearyart of the airfoil. ‘

. . ..,:... ...-
,’... .,

The tests w&e conducted in the Langley two-td.mensionallow-’
,,-

‘&rbulence tunnel (reference 3) ‘with the m@el co~plete~ spanning
the 3-foot,Jet. LifJZmeasurements w~re obtained by integrating the
pressties,along the floor and ceilin~ of th~ tynnel,test section and
drag was obtqined by,the wake-survey method. ,,Thequant3.tyof air
re-movedthrough the suction slot was determined by measuring tile
total and static pressures in the thrca-tof a vent@i located in
the pipe line between the
to force air flow through

model and the inlet of
the system, T1.?etotal

the blower used
pressure inside the “’
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wing duct was measured by a flush pre’ssureorifice in the duct at the
end opposite to that at which air was removed fmn the model. For a

4

flow coefficient of zero the plain airfoil was simu~ted by filling
and t%iring the suction Slot with plasteline.

For tests of the model with the rcn@hened leading edge,
Carborundum grains were applied with shellac to both surfaces of the
airfoil from the leading edge to 0,078c.The Carborundum particles .

had average diameters of O.OU inch and were qn?ead sparsely to
cover ~ to 10 percent of the roughened area.

At the outset ’ofthe investigation, various positions and
deflections of the vane and”fla~with reepect to on6 another and to
the’airfoil were surveyed in order to obtain the configuration
producing the greatest maximum lift coefficient. The&e surveys

k
were made a a flow coefficient of 0.02 ind at a Reynolds number
of 2.2 x 10 , Once the optimum position had been found, the lift
characteristics of the model were determined over a range of f ow

kcoefficient from O to 0.03 and at Reynolds numbers of 1.0 x 10 and
2.2 x 106. The lift and drag characteristicswere ~etedmined for
the same range of Reynolds number and flow coefficimt with the
flap retracted. - ,,

RESULTS Am fiISWSSION

Lift Characteristics:, .’
-“

..

The variations of lift coefficient with angle of attack for
the model smoobh and”with leading-edge roughnese and with the flap
deflected and retr cted are presented in.figure 2 for a Reynolds

8number of 1,0 x 10 and in figure 3 for alReynolds number.of .2.2X 106.
These figures illustrate the following general effects of .boundary-
layer control upon the lift characteristics: Increasing the flow
coefficient-increasedthe maximum lift coefficient and the lift-
curve slope and decreased the angle of.attack for zero lift. The
increase in lift-curve slope and decrease in angle of’zero lift are
attributed to a thinner boundary layer over the iear--”partof the
airfoil which produced an effect similar to that of increased camber.
For the range of flow coefficient fiivestigated,the angle of attack
for maximum lift with boundary-layer oontrol and fla~ deflected and
retracted did’not”eXceed by mode than go - add in mo~t Cases”ms..
equal to or less than - that of the.plain Airfoil without bour4ary- .

layer control. The increases in maximum lift coefficient resulted
for the most part froman extension of the straight part of the
lift curve to higher an l.esof attack with boundary-layer control

Un%l

.

than those without bo rydayer control.
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The effects of’Reynolds
the variation of the maximum

tiumbetiand leading-edge rmghness on
section lift coefficient with the flow

coefficient are summarized In figure k, Wtth the flap retracted the’
maximumlift coefficient continued to show an alpreciatle increase as ‘“-
the flow coefficient increased throughout the range of flow coeffi-
cient investigated; whereas with the flap deflected ltt~le increas6--
in the maximum lift coefffci.entwas obtained betveen flow coefficients
of 0.02

Fd 0’03’
In the snmoth con~ition at aRe~old.s number of

2,2 x 10 the maximum lift coefficient increased only 0.02 between
flow coeffiolents of O.01~ and O.0~0 when the flap was deflected.
Zn general, for the renge of flow coefficient investigated, increasing
the Reynolds number,tended,to increase the maxinuinlift coefficient
between flow coefficients of O and 0.015 S@ tq decrease-the w.ximum
lift-coefficient between flow coefficients of 0.0Z5 and 0,0~0.
Leading-edge roughness resulted.in large decreases in the maximum
lift coefficient throughout the rsnge of flow-coefficient in~es”ttgated. ‘“

The increases in the maximum lift coefficient obta ned with
2%oundary-leyer control at aReynold.s tiumberof.2.2 x 10 are summarized

in the followin~ table for the model smooth end with leading-edge
roughnqSE:

,.
-1

Model in smooth condition Model in rouglhcondition
.~f”,

(.deg) cl- Acl %=. ‘Acz

CQ=O ‘CQ
“ ma%

= O,olp “ CQ.O CQ = 0.015
t

-o 1.22 2.43 1,,21 1.92 0.83
50.9 3.07 3.81.““....74 3.21 .54

Considerably larger increases in the maximmlift coefficient were
obtained with boundary-layer control for the flap-retracte~“ci%idition
than for the flap-deflected condition, end the increases in maximum
lift coefficient were less for the,rou@ condition t@n for the
-oth condition, In th’esmooth conditibnj increasing the floy
coefficient from O to 0,015 ,increased.the maximumMft coef~icient
from l.22 to 2.4.3with the flap retracted and from 3.07 to 3.81 with
the flap deflected-

drag

Drag Characteristics ....

External drag characteristice.- The variations of the section
coefficient with the section lift coefficient for the model

,

.
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bqth smooth and rough wit@ the flap retractedare,presented for
Reynolds numbers of l.O.xlO.b!and 2,2,x.106 in figwea 5-a~ .6J

respectively. ..Forall configuraticms$ increasing.the-flow coef-
ficient brought about Urge”reducti.enk i~.the min~~iun”drag6oef-
f’icientand maintained low drag coefficients to very high lift.
coafficieryts.;-The lift coefficient at which the minimum drag
coefficient occurred inoreased as ~~e flow coefficimt increased.
Lepd,ing-edgerougmess without boundary-layer control caused the
drag coefficients.to increaae very rapidlj at lift ~oefficients
above O.4. .(See figs; .~(b)and 6(11).)These rapid increases are

-probably caused by separation from the airfoil upper surface.,.
. ,.Thevariations of minim,umeection drag co~fficient with flow

. . coefficient,are presented.in figure7 for Lhe model stioothand
rough at Reynol@ numbers of I,OX ~06 and 2.2 x .106~forthe ‘.
f~p-~etracted condition. The effect of Reynolds number on the
minimum drag coefficient was mall as cqared with the e,ffec”b,
of boundary-layer control. At a flow coefficient of zez*o,roughness
brought abQut large .Incrqases?,n.minim~ @ag coefficient, but the
difference-between the minimum drag coefficients-for.the rough and
smooth conditions decreased rapidJ.yas.the flow coefficient increased
until at a flow coefficient of 0,0~ the minimum drag-coefficients
were almost identical for both surface conditj,onsand for both
Reynolds numbers.

,.
Intergal drag characteristics-.-The variatias “of.lpesure

coeff~ Cp With angle of attack a~e~prespnted “Ir.7igurGs8
an.gi9. The pressure coefficient is-a moasqrb of the loss in total
pressure in the boundh&’ laye&’up t’o the slot and the losses incurred
in passing through the slot and in expanding into thb duct and is
necessary to estimafe t’@””powerreqtxiredf-or’bcmndary-.?.gyercontrol
at any lift coefficient and flow coefficient. Jf,t@e air removed
from the boundary .layeiis”assumed to le exhausted at free-stream
total pressure, the equivalent drag chargeable.to the boundarp
layer installationmay be expressed in the form - ~.

and the equivalent drag coefficient, the~:efo”re,id

.

The power required can then be ewtimatffdby multiply~r$j~theproduot
~#Q by the applicable’values of free-strbaiuvelti~t~, dynendc
pressure, and wing area.

.

A

.

b
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XACA TN NO. ~395

Although marked
meas&ed by the wake

7.”.*. .L.

reductions Ln the 9xternal drag coefficients
surveys were producedby bwndary-layercontrol,

cczuputatio;sindicated that the dr;g coefficients equivalent to ~ne
boundary-layer+ontrol power were considerably greater than the
reductions obtained, at least over the range of lift coeffic-ient.
for which tinedrag was measured without boundary-layei..control. ““ - -

-.

The configuration tested therefore does not appear suitable for
increasing the effective lift-drag ratio of the airfoil section
tested. .-

CONCLUSIOiTS”

An investigation has been conducted in the Langley two-
dimensional low-turbulence tunnel of the NACA 654-421airfoil
section with a boundary-layer-control suction slot at 0.45 airfoil
chord and a 0.32-airfoil-chord double slotted flap. This investi-
gation has led to the following conclusions: .

----

1. 2n general, between Reynolds zu.mk’ersof 1.0 x 106 and
2.2 x 10 and over’a range of flow coefficient frcuaO tG 0;03,
increasing the Reynolds number iended to increase th”ma@um lift
coefficient below a flow coefficient of 0.015 “andto.d6crease the
maximum lift coefficient between flow coefficients of O.01~ and 0.030.

2. Greater increases in the maximum lift coefficient”were
obtained through boundary-layer control with the flap retracted than
with the flap d~fle~ted and with the airfoil in the smooth condition
than with the airfoil in the rough condition.

-.““ ..

3. In the smooth condition at a Reynolds ntmiberof 2.2 X 106,
increasing the flow coefficient from O to 0,015 increased the
maxtium lift coefficient from 1.22 to 2.43 with the flap retracted
and from 3,07 to 3.81with the flap deflected. Little increase in
maximum lift coefficient for the airfoil with flap deflected was -
found between flow coefficients of 0.015 and 0.030.

4. With the flap retracted, increasing the flow coefficient
decreased the minimum section drag coefficient and maintained low , ‘
hag coefficients to high llft coefficients. The drag coefficients
equivalent to the boundary-layer-control power were greater, however,



than the reduction obtained, at least over the ran@ of llft coef-
ficient for which the dxag was meam.red without boundary-leyer
control●

..

Leng.leyMemorial Aeronautic~’ Laboratory
National Adviso~ Committee for Aeronautics

Le@.ey Field, V&., “June5, L947
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. . TABLE 1 ~ ‘

I?ACA65@@. AIRFCIL SWTION
\-

~Stations and ordinates in pe~cent chora]

U~per surface I L~e-f s~f~~~
—.

Station Ordinatb “Station Ordirwt,e
———

0 0 0 0’
.2k7 1.601”

●753 -I,kol
.468 1.956 ~1.032. -I.676
.933 2.493 1.~67 -2.065

2.135 3;505 2.G63
1+.583

-2.*1
3.085 ~,417 -3.821

7.062 6.329 7.930 -4.633
9 ●557 7,373. 10.443 -y ● 303
14.575 9.034 15.425 -6.342
19.616 10,304 20.@4 -7.Uo
24.668 11.271 25.332 -7.691
29.729 n. 976 30.271 -8.OP&
34..796 12.433 35.204 -9.313
39.865 u .6ho 40.135 -8.356
44.9:4 u .536 45.066 -8.176
p.000 u .158 50.000 -7.746
35..039 Il.467 ;;.:;: -7.037
60.108 lo.’j~l ~= .24”i
65.145 9.419 64:$5; -9.299
70.168 :.;:; 69.832 & .z78
75.176 74.8z4
80.167

-3.231
;:;g 79.833 -2.204

85,143 84.837 -I,z48
90.104 2:p~l+ 89.W6 -.446
95.051 1.176 9%.94.9 .088
100.000 0 ~100,000 c1

L.E. radius: 2.50 . . .- ,
Slope of rad~us t~ough L .E.: O.l@

NATIONAL ADVi%CIRY

9

COMMITTEEFOR AERONAUTICS
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m TABLE!2 NACA TN NO. .139!j a

VANE FOR NACA 654-h21 AIRFOIL -ION

[Stations and ordinates in percent airfoil’chord]
b

I Upper surface I Lower surface

Station

o
.625

2.000
2.792
3.417
40792
6.167
7.%4
8.979

I

Ordinate Station

-0.958 0
.708 .625

2.125 1.334
z.625 2.000
3.000 2.729
3.383 3.417
3.958 4.792
4.167 6.167

7.5844.16’?’1 ~0959

Ordlnato‘“

-0.978
-2.208

-2.417
-2.250
-1.Y42
-.042
~.958
3.203
3.792
4.167

rTABLE3

FLAP FOR NACA 6~4-h21 AIRFOIL SECTION

~Statlons and ordinates in percent edrfoilchordl.

“~ Upper f3urface “[ Lower surface

Station

o
.636
1.375
2●750
4.125
6.916
8.291
13.687
18.634
23.583

Ordinate

o
1.625
2 ●208
3.042
3.5112
3.958
3.875
2.53.4
1.176
0

Statiun
— ...—

0“
.636

1.375
2.‘i%
4’.1.25
8.440
13.479
18.532
23.538

Ordinate

o
-1$375
-J..708
“-1.958
-I.958
-1.248
-.446
.088

0

—

—

NATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS .

.
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(c} Three-quarter rear view of mdel.

Figure 1.- Concluded.



NACA TN No. 1395 Fig. 2a
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H++-I+t44-

(a) &moth oonditicm.

Figure 2.- variation of lift ooeffioieat with angle or attmk for IIAOA654421
airfoil seotion with bom~-layar ooatrol . R = 1.0 X 106.



Fig. 2b NACA TN No. 1395
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(b) Rough oondl.tion.

Figure 2.. Comlwled.
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NACA TN NO. 1395 Fig. 3a

.

. (a) Smooth octvlitlon.

Figure 3.- v-titl~Of Mm ooeffLoient with angle of attaok for HMA 64-@I
alrfoll section with bomdnry-layer oontrol. R = 2.2 x 106.
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(b) Rou@ o~titlm .

FIwe 3.- Oonoh.uied.
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R Condition
1.

g smooth
v 2.2 Rough
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Flow coefficient, CQ

Figure 4.- Variationof maximum sectionlift
coefficientwith flow coefficient for
NACA 65~-4.21 airfoil seotionwith flap
retraotedand deflectedfor both smooth
and rough conditions.



F@ure 5.- DTagoharaotefiatios of IUOA 6544@ atrfoll seotiion tik bouudaw-lwJr

cmntrol. Flap re&aoted; R = 1.0 X 106.
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(a) ~ooth oondltim.

mguro 6.- Drag ohar.aoteristlcs of HAOA 6544zL airfoil neatlon with boundary-layer oontrol.

Flapretraotad; R = 2.2 x 1C6.
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(b) wwh con~t~n”

Fl@re 6.- Conoltied.



Fig.7
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NACA TN No. 1395
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Figure 7.- Variation of minimum section drag coefficient with
flow coefficient for NACA 654-421 airfotl seotion smooth

and l?OU@l. Flap retracted.
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;A TN No. 1395 Fig. 8a
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(a) smooth oonclition.

FL~e 8.- Varlatlon of pressure ooefE1.o~ent with mgle of attaok for MAOA 654423. airfoil
seotlon wL* boundary-lqer oontrol. R = 1.0 Xl&.
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(b) ROU@ oonditlon.

Figure 8.- Conol@ed.
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S’lgure 9.- Variation of pressure ooeffiolent with angle of attack for NAOA 6%421 alrfo= motion

with boundary-layer oontrol. R=2.2 x106.
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